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**Title word cross-reference**

(2\textsuperscript{m}) [378]. 2 [1470, 574, 631, 1132, 1467, 1502, 1164, 643, 1158]. 2\textsuperscript{m} [377]. 3 [574, 9, 537, 1519, 659, 612, 1280, 1356, 973, 462]. 2 [165, 1009]. \textsuperscript{TM} [487, 1514]. A [329]. d [1288]. flow [703]. \(\Delta\) [681]. E [693]. H [1468]. K [990, 1089, 1090, 996, 1093, 632, 1474, 953, 1501]. MAXMIN [1161]. U [1333]. X [1333]. \(\mu\) [1338, 1317]. \(\omega\) [1466, 1508]. \(\Sigma\) [1336], [1336].


1-Connected [632]. 1-Type [1062]. 1.375-Approximation [1101].

2 [575, 265]. 2SAT [1277].

3 [1288]. 3GPP [359].

802.11a [575].

Classical [3, 1095, 1345, 786].
Classification [822, 932, 267, 971, 714, 67, 1223, 44, 259, 966, 240, 457, 131, 1, 400].
Collaborative [34, 611, 1462, 609, 442, 1214, 613, 602, 1043, 257, 1042, 444, 938, 1207, 441, 1210, 21, 739].
Combining [1220, 749, 766, 723, 978, 225]. ComicDiary [1518]. Comics [1518].
Comments [373]. Commerce [350, 281, 1443, 1057, 28, 1456, 1028, 1022, 1056, 363, 1053, 734, 894, 1029].
Concatenated [391]. Conceived [547].


304, 1423, 485, 798, 972, 276, 719, 1150, 1421, 817, 284, 723, 1506, 1422.
Modern [529]. Modes [621, 605]. Modifiable [503].
Modified [100]. Modular
[676, 478, 183, 1369, 1408]. Modulated
[1107, 1061]. Module [776]. Modules [531].
Modulo [646]. Modulus [1051]. Modulus-Based [1051].
Monadic [1351]. Monitor [595]. Monitoring
[890, 403, 157, 1031]. Monitors [505].
monotone [376]. monotonic [1323].
Morphable [530]. Morphological
[817, 124]. Morphology [90, 254, 84].
MORPHOSYS [574]. Motif [100].
Motivation [431].
Motivation-Supporting [431]. Move [730].
Moving [922, 961, 142, 956]. Mu [191].
Mu-Calculus [191]. Multi
[1019, 263, 1235, 934, 1205, 70, 64, 101, 548,
411, 86, 16, 905, 678, 1544, 545, 685, 680, 557,
853, 112, 1426, 734, 747, 223, 85, 923, 1454,
1453, 1459, 1029]. Multi-adjoint [680].
Multi-agent [1205, 70, 64, 101, 86, 905, 678,
734, 747, 85, 1453, 1029]. Multi-agents
[112, 1454]. Multi-Case-Base [16].
Multi-classifier [234, 235].
Multi-comparand [548]. Multi-context
[557]. Multi-disciplinary [1017].
Multi-domain [1426]. Multi-expert [223].
Multi-genre [685]. Multi-GHz [853].
Multi-granularity [934]. Multi-layered
[116]. Multi-party [371, 370].
Multi-phased [1019]. Multi-relation [923].
Multi-relational [1495]. Multi-resource
[1235]. Multi-scale [263, 411].
Multi-search [548]. Multi-sensor [1544].
Multi-stakeholder [1357]. Multi-tasking
[545]. Multi-versioning [1459]. Multicast
[1150]. Multiclass [67]. Multicontext
[569]. Multidimensional [979, 981, 970,
1010, 161, 413, 662, 957, 423, 1011].
Multilayered [783]. Multilevel [1098].
Multilingual [776, 829, 777]. Multimedia
[319, 459, 448, 498, 53, 52, 455, 461, 1075].
Multimedia-Oriented [498].
Multiminima [1178]. Multimodal
[130, 1519, 659, 273]. Multinomial [1497].
Multiparty [631]. Multiple
[372, 81, 4, 1112, 1397, 95, 958, 914, 1060, 80,
1032, 605, 236, 577, 895, 681].
Multiple-Cause [95]. Multiple-Incentive
[1032]. Multiple-Valued [681].
Multiplication [517, 519, 378, 386, 393].
Multiplicative [392]. Multiplier
[517, 568, 484]. Multiplier-Based [517].
Multiplier-less [484]. Multipliers [530].
Multistage [850]. Multitasking [546].
Multithreading [466]. Multiuser [579].
Multivariate [770]. Multiversion [406].
Mumble [801]. Museum [1520]. Music
[707, 709, 711, 1222, 768]. Musical
[712, 713, 716, 1225, 718, 719]. MUX [882].
MWM [893]. MXY [255].

N [820]. N-Gram [820]. ‘NAIL’ [1513].
Naive [91, 93, 1003]. Name [1348, 196].
Natural
[824, 126, 1513, 777, 787, 1504, 1212].
Natural-Language [1212]. Navigation
[434, 1047]. Conceptual [944]. Near
[1087, 1014]. Near-Linear [1087]. Nearest
[171, 921, 1]. Nearest-Neighbor [1]. Need
[289, 157]. Neem [1462]. Negation [672].
Negative [1235]. Negotiating [736].
Negotiation [1457, 1456]. Negotiations
[1019]. Negotiator [735]. Neighbor
[171, 1]. Neighborhoods [1100].
Neighbours [921]. Nest [1187]. Nested
[1333, 1190]. Net [1423, 1442]. Nets
[1510, 693, 1421]. Network [859, 511, 581,
589, 506, 584, 505, 68, 434, 1223, 1225, 1272,
570, 1153, 390, 119, 1441, 1436]. Networked
[1538]. Networking [1533]. Networks
[90, 36, 1095, 934, 632, 1397, 1213, 1174, 95,
1077, 1110, 1183, 1126, 1060, 1219, 783, 1000,
89, 1402, 118, 1273, 921, 545, 1144, 930,
1196, 579, 1171, 366]. Neural
Utility [344, 1213]. Utterance [800].


Validated [284]. Validating [314].

Validation [1052, 1074, 173]. Value [1348, 1330, 877]. Valued [1356, 681].

Values [999]. Variability [425, 315].

Variable [1338, 1251, 909, 1153, 237].

Variables [1481, 51]. Variant [299].


Vector [810, 358, 1122, 880, 977].


Velocity [1410]. verbal [107]. Verbs [790].

Verifiable [657]. Verification [372, 184, 800, 1379, 135, 129, 566, 261, 223, 1363].

Verifying [201, 892]. Version [1215, 941].


Very [808, 163, 1179]. VHDL [1386]. via [654, 1183, 959, 1025, 1317, 1356, 877, 390, 115, 819, 102, 817, 1534, 245, 75].


Vague Views [1386, 1132].

Vague Views [1165, 1208, 1172].

Vector [446].

Vector [1320, 193].

Vectors [1544].

Volumes [817, 229].

Volume [833].

Volume [836, 834].

Volume [857, 842, 585, 880].

Vocabulary [817, 229].

Voice [836, 834]. Voice-Driven [836].

VoiceXML [833].

Voltage [869, 854, 878].

Volume [583].

Volumes [1482].

Voronoï [1116, 1132].

Voting [236].

VPC [732].

VSS [655].

W [1009].

Wake up [1528].

Walk [1280].

Walking [84].

Walks [1477, 1245].

Walkthrough [915].

Want [684].

Warehouse [1006, 914, 1419, 419, 910, 1013, 161, 413, 902, 911].

Warehouses [1012, 1014, 1015].

Warehousing [1446].

WARMeR [763].

Watch [840].

Watermark [1051].

Watermarking [592, 177].

Waveform [862].

Wavelength [1183].

Wavelet [539, 486, 871].

Way [424, 1531].

WDM [1183, 589, 1128].

Weak [1320, 193].

Wearables [1544].

WearNET [1544].


Web-Accessible [602, 422].


Web-Cache [172].

Web-Linkage [178].

Web-Server [1069].

Web-Services [697].

WebD [1009].

WebDAV [441].

WebMath [437].

Webs [275].

Weight [1104, 393, 1286].
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